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Andrew White

Whether operating as a member of a mounted or dismounted special 
forces squad, the paradigm of maximum mobility, protection, lethality and 
connectivity remains a holistic solution which continues to evade even the most 
mature of armed forces around the world.

introduction

WEIGHT WATCHERS

I LIGHTENING THE LOAD
The ability to equip Dismounted Close 
Combat (DCC) personnel with the highest 
levels of personal protective equipment, 
tactical communications, weaponry and 
munitions; while providing them with the 
optimal freedom of movement and mobility 
to manoeuvre around the battlefield 
remains out of reach for many militaries. 
Instead, sources closely associated with the 
British Army explained to Armada how the 
most tactical levels of the DCC community 
continue to attempt to maintain some 
kind of balance between levels of body 
armour worn as well as ammunition and 

equipment carried. Additionally, sources 
associated with the NATO (North Atlantic 
Treaty Organisation) Special Operations 
Headquarters in Mons, southwest Belgium, 
reiterated to Armada how the special 
operations community also continued to 
face similar problems, even when receiving 
larger investments per soldier in relation to 
more conventional armed forces.

However, as the global contemporary 
operating environment continues to shift 
rapidly and dynamically armed forces are 
adapting and modifying legacy and slow-
moving programmes to maintain the pace 
with emerging restrictions and opportunities 

across the battlefield. Hence the reason why 
some armed forces are now considering 
more flexible and innovative procurement 
processes centred around commercial 
off-the-shelf technology. Such a concept 
continues to be employed by the US Special 
Operations Command (USSOCOM) which 
launched a technology demonstrator effort 
for its Tactical Assault Light Operator Suit 
(TALOS) in 2013, with a view to promoting 
a final concept to the commander of the 
organisation in August 2018. 

Speaking to Armada ahead of the 
annual Special Operations Forces 
Industry Conference (SOFIC) in Tampa, 

That infantry troops 
require significant kit is an 

established fact, hence why 
lightening their burden has 

become so important. 
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introduction

Florida on 16th May, USSOCOM officials 
explained how the Joint Acquisition Task 
Force (JATF) continued to focus heavily 
on Small-and-Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) providing the Command and 
programme managers with flexible, 
modular and fast-moving technology, 
with USSOCOM itself providing the 
guidance as the systems integrator in the 
effort. Over the course of the three-day 
event, specialist SMEs were invited to 
participate in multiple TALOS Industry 
Engagement sessions with the JATF 
which comprised soldiers from across 

the various component commands of the 
USSOCOM. As one source associated 
with the JATF explained to Armada: “This 
is typical of a special operations force 
thinking outside the box when it comes to 
lightening loads, increasing lethality and 
mobility, but they remain a long way from 
identifying the perfect solution.”

A similar development and 
procurement concept to the TALOS 
model is being considered by the German 
Army as part of its next-generation 
Mobile Tactical Information Network 
(MOTIV) concept. This will be covered in 

greater detail later in this Compendium. 
Attempting to respond to such critical 
requirements, industry, academia and 
the armed forces continue to invest 
heavily in concepts to not only reduce the 
burden and lighten the loads carried by 
soldiers; but also increase the efficiency of 
operations which is particularly relevant to 
the successful execution of expeditionary 
operations. This Compendium will 
consider the concepts currently being 
explored by armed forces around the world 
with a particular emphasis on protection, 
mobility, lethality and connectivity.

Operations in extreme environments such as 
jungle warfare and cold weather areas, as 
illustrated here, bring with them additional 

requirements to reduce burdens.
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LOADED
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That said, while reducing the bur-
den on DCC personnel is im-
portant, industry sources have 
warned Armada that such reduc-
tions in size, weight and power of 

equipment must not come at the expense of 
capacity and capability. Present at the Fu-
ture Soldier Technology conference, which 
took place in London between 13th and 
14th March, Armada witnessed ongoing 
national and international collaborative 
efforts to enhance the effects of the DCC 
community with participants from within 
and without NATO (North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation) including the armed forces 
of the Czech Republic and the Netherlands, 
plus the British Army and US Army. 

Generally associated with soldier modernisation and future technology 
programmes, efforts to reduce the burden on Dismounted Close Combat (DCC) 
personnel continue to proliferate globally, with a number of companies and 
armed forces engaged in such efforts.

One example of such a concept is 
currently being explored by Cohort 
subsidiary SEA which on 13th March  
unveiled its Delivering Dismounted Effect 
(DDE) programme to the Future Soldier 
Technology conference. Speaking to 
Armada ahead of the event, Giles Verwey, 
senior principal consultant and Laurence 
Bedford, senior principal consultant for 
ground close combat at SEA, described 
how the DDE concept was being conducted 
in response to ongoing requirements from 
the UK’s Ministry of Defence (MOD) 
and Defence Science and Technology 
Laboratory (DSTL) to not only enhance 
lethality but also to increase mobility and 
reduce the burden of loads carried.

Describing how SEA was contracted 
by DSTL for the effort, Mr. Verwey 
explained: “In particular, the (MOD) 
will look at how to develop the research 
from technology into capability, as part 
of a team from industry and academia 
delivering integrated dismounted soldier 
systems research to the UK MOD. The new 
systems considered included technologies 
for the weapon, helmet, torso and night 
vision systems using each element to 
develop an integrated soldier system. In 
particular, the DDE research investigated 
the technical feasibility, benefits and costs 
associated with integrating power and data 
onto the weapon and helmet.” Mr. Bedford 
added that: “All the systems were designed 

The Netherlands’ TNO organisation 
is seeking innovative approaches to 
enhance operational effectiveness in 
urban environments.
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to meet the challenges required by an 
adaptable and flexible force dealing with 
evolving threats (which) it is envisaged 
will be part of the equipment and design of 
the future soldier,” while highlighting the 
MOD’s main driver to increase flexibility 
and mobility across the battlefield without 
comprising protection.

Mr. Bedford continued to describe 
how one of the central drivers in the DDE 
concept remained focused on human 
factors and ergonomics associated with the 
integration of growing levels of technology 
carried by the soldier including greater 
emphasis on females who are now cleared 
to conduct similar combat roles to their 
male counterparts. For example, in 
December 2015, the US Department of 
Defence opened all combat roles in the US 
armed forces to women. 

SEA’s DDE solution was shown to 
the British Army’s Infantry Trials and 
Development Unit (ITDU) at the force’s 
Land Warfare Centre in Warminster, 
western England, on 3rd November 
2016 at which SEA’s managing director, 
Stephen Hill explained how there 
remained “tremendous potential” across 

the DCC community to further exploit 
opportunities to reduce the burden and 
increase the: “capability of weapons 
and equipment while at the same time 
improving data sharing and situational 
awareness between combat forces and their 
partners … The DDE project will provide a 
step change in the way our forces approach 
future combat situations,” Mr. Hill added. 

Similar concepts were also considered 
by the MOD at the Army Warfighting 
Experiment (AWE) over the course of a 
six-week exercise which concluded on 30th 
March. According to a statement from the 
British Army, the AWE-17 programme 
provided an opportunity for industry and 
innovators to “showcase their products 
to the British Army (in order to promote) 
systems, technology and equipment … The 
aim of the Army Warfighting Experiment is 
to create the conditions where innovation 
can thrive within the widest possible 
supplier base. By looking at not only new 
technologies but novel ways of exploiting 
existing COTS (Commercial Off-The-
Shelf) technologies into a military context, 
we hope to be able to improve the delivery 
of affordable yet effective battle winning 

equipment to the front line,” an official 
statement from the MOD explained.

I ErgonomIc consIdEratIons
The most capable and modern technology 
solutions remain irrelevant to soldiers 
across the Contemporary Operating 
Environment (COE) if they cannot be 
efficiently integrated into a holistic DCC 
ensemble. As one British Army source 
explained to Armada: “If equipment is 
uncomfortable; difficult to use; or doesn’t 
look the part; a soldier is likely to discard 
it.” Hence the reason why many of the 
leading armed forces around the world 
are heavily focusing on such areas as they 
seek to reduce the size, weight and power 
specifications of Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE), weapons, ammunition, 
batteries and other equipment to improve 
flexibility and mobility on the battlefield. 
Currently, much effort is expended on 
reducing the physical weight of the 
individual subsystems that an infantry 
soldier must carry. For example, 3M 
Peltor and Invisio both produce headsets 
for soldiers which have a lightweight 
construction, along with weapons 
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Combat elements cannot always rely upon 
the support of tactical ground vehicles 
capable of carrying a greater capacity 
in battery power, ammunition and other 
supplies, hence why the market continues to 
develop UGVs to assist troops.
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accessories from firms such as Aimpoint 
which have a similarly lightweight design.  

One of the leading authorities in 
this area is the Nederlandse Organisatie 
voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk 
Onderzoek (TNO: Netherlands 
Organisation for Applied Scientific 
Research) which features a dedicated 
Human Factors Institute focused on 
military users and reducing the burden 
experienced by DCC soldiers across the 
contemporary operating environment. 
Speaking to Armada, TNO senior business 
developer for human effectiveness, Eduard 
Winckers discussed how the organisation 
continued to consider multiple efforts to 
lighten the loads and increase the comfort 
of soldiers conducting expeditionary 
operations with solutions stretching from 
clothing, human-machine interfaces, 
thermal physiology and the way in which 
DCC soldiers are physically loaded: “One of 
the challenges is the weight,” Mr. Winckers 
explained: “We picked up this area four 
years ago with a pressure cooker centre of 
ideas comprising experts from the military 
and other environments.” Referring to 
ongoing efforts to maintain core body 

temperatures for soldiers operating in 
extreme environments (Dutch forces are 
currently stationed in hot environments 
including the African Sahel and Middle 
East) Mr. Winckers described new passive 
cooling technology which did not require 
additional energy supplies: “We are at a 
very primary stage in this concept and 
continue to work with universities and 
Dutch clothing partners to develop a 
system to help cool the bodies of soldiers.”

Elsewhere, the TNO is looking into 
sizing and comfort levels associated with 
PPE products including head protection: 

“There is a lot to be gained if you have 
systems that fit the human head well. We 
are working on this now as the primary 
partner for the Dutch MOD evaluating 
these systems which includes new head 
protection and a new operational suite,” 
Mr. Winckers added although he was 
unable to provide further details at this 
stage. However, he acknowledged that 
such technologies could be integrated into 
the Dutch armed forces’ VOSS soldier 
modernisation programme, which is also 
seeking solutions suitable for deployment 
in cold and wet environments, such as the 

Europe’s eastern borders as well as other 
Cold Weather Operations (CWO) theatres: 

“Looking to the future, research is set to 
continue into CWO as well as to operating 
in mega cities. These are the big challenges 
for the Dutch military,” he conceded: “We 
intend to support more urban warfare 
programmes, particularly relating to 
navigation in Global Positioning System-
denied areas of coverage; as well as how the 
soldier is able to influence the environment, 
friendly forces and civilian populations.” 

I RobotIc SolutIonS
One of the TNO’s most innovative 
programmes designed to reduce the 
burden on the DCC community is its 
ExoBuddy concept which relies upon a 
passive-exoskeletal infrastructure which 
does not require any power source. Co-
sponsored by the Dutch MOD, the 
ExoBuddy programme is being run by 
the TNO in collaboration with local 
company, InteSpring, which specialises 
in loaded spring technology to aid heavy 
lifting. Describing the ExoBuddy as a 
lightweight system which can be strapped 
to the bottom of a pair of combat boots, 

LOGISTICS
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the back of a soldier and below their waist, 
Mr. Winckers explained how the solution 
relied upon the forward motion of a  
soldier to create hydraulic pressures which 
could then be redistributed across two  
legs: “The moment you stretch a leg 
forward and land it on the ground, the 
leg stiffens and takes the weight of a 
combat load off the shoulders. So far, this 
doesn’t include any space-age technology,”  
Mr. Winckers asserted.

The TNO is working in close 
collaboration with the Royal Dutch 
Marines in both laboratory and field-based 
tests with Mr. Winckers describing how the 
concept continued to be improved having 
already reached Technology Readiness 
Levels (TRLs) Five and Six. These US 
Department of Defence criteria state that 
technology and system prototypes have 
been validated and demonstrated in a 
relevant environment. He also claimed that 

the technology could become commercially 
available to armed forces within a three-
to-five year timescale. Describing how the 
ExoBuddy comprises an all up weight of 
seven kilograms/kg (15.4 pounds/lb), Mr. 
Winckers explained how it could be folded 
away and carried in a rucksack when not 
in use. Additionally, he explained how, as 
a battery-dependent solution, it made no 
noise, therefore making it more suitable 
for covert and discreet military operations 
compared to other alternatives: “We don’t 
want to make the soldier stronger. We don’t 
want him to carry more. We just want him 
to carry the same, not get worn out and 
operate more efficiently,” he asserted: “The 
ExoBuddy has been developed for soldiers 
dropped anywhere between 15 kilometres/
km (9.3 miles) and 20km (12.4 miles) 
from an area of interest,” Mr. Winckers 
stated: “Before they can do their mission, 
they sometimes have to tactically insert 

into an area carrying 60kg (132lb) or 70kg 
(154lb) on their back. But using ExoBuddy, 
we have reduced that load to (feeling like 
they are carrying) just 30kg (66lb).” He 
continued: “When a combat team reaches 
their operational area, they will therefore 
be far less fatigued and more alert to do 
their job while also suffering less from 
injuries and the short and long term health 
risks associated with carrying heavy loads.” 

Mr. Winckers described how the 
ExoBuddy had initially been tested on 
soldiers using treadmills with additional 
measurements taken to consider heart and 
sweat rates, lethargy and energy loss: “With 
ExoBuddy, they use far less energy to move 
with loads,” he explained while warning how 
the MOD currently lacked any scheduled 
budget for the programme moving into 
the future: “The Netherlands has a national 
technology programme and the MOD part-
funds efforts like (ExoBuddy). If it works, 

LOGISTICS

IAI has also introduced an unmanned 
ground vehicle designed to reduce 
the physical and cognitive burden on 
dismounted close combat units which is 
particularly suited to autonomous follow-
on missions. 
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we are going to buy at least 100 systems or 
so to begin testing with. If it makes a big 
influence, we might purchase more,” Mr. 
Winckers observed. 

Currently, the ExoBuddy is available 
in a single variant designed to assist DCC 
soldiers walking long distances. However, 
when questioned about how the ExoBuddy 
could be used during close combat 
engagements, Mr. Winckers explained 
how the TNO was still considering future 
options: “Can I still fight while wearing 
ExoBuddy? Can I cross a ditch or fall down 
and get back up? These are all questions 
we are seeking to answer,” he confirmed 
while emphasising future efforts to design 
a quick-release system which could also 
be used by a soldier to adopt every known 
fire position including the prone, kneeling, 
standing, sitting and squatting positions: 

“ExoBuddy must never be an obastacle to 
the user,” Mr. Winckers asserted.

However, the TNO is also considering 
multiple other variants designed to be used 
for tasks beyond just that of a fighting or 
reconnaissance patrol inserting into a 
target area: “There are a number of spin-
off projects including logistical support 

variants for the carrying of rations, 
weapon systems, ammunition and mortar 
tubes. But we are continuously aware that 
our system has to be fail-proof and soldiers 
must be able to continue to conduct their 
tasks without dropping gear,” he added. 

Looking beyond additional ExoBuddy 
variants however, Mr. Winckers explained 
how the TNO was paying significant 
consideration to the future COE, one 
which could see the ExoBuddy solution 
providing an extension to the DCC soldier’s 
overall connectivity across the battlefield: 

“For now, we are focused on the mechanics 
of the system and we have not yet started 
working on sub-systems to make it more 
intelligent and more networked,” he 
explained, while referring to conversations 
conducted in April with military users from 
the Dutch MOD regarding the ExoBuddy’s 
ability to support parachute insertion 
with a suspension system used to break 
the fall of paratroopers and commandos. 
Additionally, TNO sources explained to 
Armada how the ExoBuddy could be used 
in support of Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
(EOD) missions: “They are also worried 
about very heavy suits used during EOD 

LOGISTICS

missions. The ExoBuddy could be used 
to reduce this load and even increase 
protection levels,” the sources highlighted.

Looking ahead, Mr. Winckers described 
how the TNO aimed to reach TRLs 6 and 
7, the latter covering system qualification 
through test and demonstration by the 
second half of 2017 with a ruggedised 
and environmentally-tested ExoBuddy 
variant: “We are in laboratory tests at the 
moment as a proof of principle but we are 
constantly looking for industry partners 
to militarise components, particularly 
relating to protection against dust and 
water,” he explained while describing how 
Dutch special forces from the army’s Korps 
Commandotroepen (Commando Corps) 
and navy’s MARSOF (Maritime Special 
Forces) component commands were also 
involved in the evaluation of ExoBuddy 
technology: “There are so many different 
ways to operate the system. We think it 
is very important to have the end users 
involved in its development from the very 
start,” Mr. Winckers added.

Defence sources associated with 
Dutch special forces explained to Armada 
how MARSOF was considering the 
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utility of the ExoBuddy in the maritime 
counter-insurgency role: “MARSOF is 
considering multiple concepts of operation 
in which ExoBuddy could support 
tactics, techniques and procedures in the 
maritime environment. This would require 
a waterproof solution, perhaps capable of 
supporting operators on fast moving craft 
such as rigid hull inflatable boats,” the 
source explained. However, Mr. Winckers 
admitted that it had yet to be confirmed 
whether the ExoBuddy would be capable 
of supporting special forces users in 
climbing rope ladders during visit, board, 
search and seizure operations as well as 
other maritime interdiction tasks: “Right 
now, we are focused on the design of the 
solution but in the future, we’d like to find 
out whether the ExoBuddy can walk up 
and down staircases; traverse mountains 
and cross obstacles like fallen trees,” Mr. 
Winckers concluded.

I UGVs
Elsewhere in the DCC community, 
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) 
appear to be finally gaining traction 
despite the technology being available 
for a number of years. Efforts including 
Lockheed Martin’s Squad Mission Support 
System (SMSS) have been evaluated 
by armed forces seeking to lighten the 
load as well as enhance the command 
and control capabilities of dismounted 
infantry and special forces, although 
many have yet to proliferate in the COE. 
The importance of such technology is 
clearly defined in the US Army’s Robotics 

and Autonomous Systems (RAS) strategy 
which was unveiled on 8th March ahead 
of its confirmation later this year, industry 
sources explained: “RAS capabilities will 
also allow future army forces to conduct 
operations consistent with the concept 
of multi-domain battle, projecting power 
outward from land into maritime, space, 
and cyberspace domains to preserve Joint 
Force freedom of movement and action,” 
the document reads: “Because enemies 
will attempt to avoid our strengths, 
disrupt advanced capabilities, emulate 
technological advantages and expand 
efforts beyond physical battlegrounds, the 
army must continuously assess RAS efforts 
and adapt … The army will prioritise 
investments based on how RAS capabilities 
contribute to interim solutions to the Army 
Warfighting Challenges, allowing soldiers 
and teams to defeat capable enemies and 
maintain overmatch across five capability 

LOGISTICS

RoboTeam’s MTGR, 
designated the Roni 

Robot, is currently being 
fielded with Israeli 

special forces as part of a 
capability gap relating to 
subterranean operations.
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Additional products in the BMS 
realm include a mobile C2 system 

exhibited at SOFINS by C4i 
Systems, designed to provide a 
mobile capability to the special 

operations community. 
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objectives: increased situational awareness; 
lightening the (soldier’s) physical and 
cognitive workloads; sustainment of 
the force with increased distribution, 
throughput, and efficiency; facilitation of 
movement and manoeuvre; and increased 
force protection,” the document described.

Specifically referring to lightening the 
physical and cognitive workloads of soldiers, 
the document described: “Excessive 
equipment requirements reduce stamina and 
endurance. Autonomous systems lighten 
equipment loads and increase soldier speed, 
mobility, stamina and effectiveness. Vast 
amounts of information overload leaders’ 
ability to make decisions. RAS facilitate 
mission command by collecting, organising, 
and prioritising data to facilitate decision-
making as well as improving tactical 
mobility while reducing cyber, electronic 
and physical signatures.” The document also 
referred to the sustaining of combat patrols 
and squads with “increased distribution, 
throughput, and efficiency,” explaining how 
logistical support and distribution remained 
a resource intensive activity on the battlefield: 

“Soldiers and teams become vulnerable at the 
end of extended supply lines,” the document 
reads: “Air and ground unmanned systems 
and autonomy-based capabilities enhance 
logistics at every stage of supply movement 
to the most forward tactical re-supply points. 
RAS move materiel to the most urgent 
points of need and provide options for army 
logistics distribution to the (soldier).”

According to the US Army, the priority 
for the short and medium terms will 
comprise efforts to lighten the physical 
loads of soldiers to enhance the combat 
effectiveness of dismounted units; as well 
as improve sustainment with automated 
convoy operations respectively, the 

The US Army’s Squad Mission Equipment Transporter (SMET) 
concept continues to generate requirements as part of a 
wider strategy to expand unmanned capabilities across the 
service. 
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reduce the amount of 
equipment carried by 
dismounted formations, the 
army pursues ground  RAS 
platforms of varied scalable 
sizes and mission configu-
rations. Soldiers operating 
dismounted for long periods 
will shift physical burdens to 
RAS platforms that provide 
a mobile power source and 
carry equipment, weapons, 
ammunition, water, food, and 
other supplies: “To continue 
transferring the soldier load 
onto RAS platforms, the 
army increases autonomy 
in medium-sized and larger 

unmanned ground systems for increased 
re-supply throughput and movement 
of squad enablers between dismounted 
echelons. Medium-sized and larger (UGV) 
platforms will make one of the biggest leaps 
in capability when the army adds Modular 
Mission Payloads (MMPs), such as CBRN 
(Chemical, Biological, Radiological and 
Nuclear) and ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance 
and Reconnaissance) sensors, lethal 
capabilities, communications packages and 
medium UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) 
platforms,” the document concluded.

However, solutions such as this have 
yet to proliferate across the battlefield in 
any great numbers due to issues associated 
with autonomy, noise levels, accuracy, and 
development of mature and suitable tactics, 
techniques and procedures for their utility. 
Also highlighting ongoing interest in the 
area of UGVs, Mr. Winckers explained 
to Armada how much work remained in 
identifying how best to use this technology 
type, particularly in populated areas where 
the presence of robotic support systems 
might be an unwelcome sight to indigenous 
populations: “What would it mean mentally 
to those working with and encountering 
these types of systems,” he asked?

Similar sentiments were shared during an 
address to delegates at the SOFINS (Special 
Operations Forces Innovation Network 
Seminar) conference held in southwest 
France on 28th March, by Rear Admiral 
(RADM) Laurent Isnard, commander of the 
French Special Operations Command, who 
also highlighted emerging requirements 
from across his organisation in relation 
to unmanned cargo convoys. Providing 
a general view of the possibilities of 
the technology of autonomous tactical 
ground vehicles and UGVs, RADM Isnard 
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provides an effective solution to enhance 
performance in the combat arena.”

Operating at a top speed of twelve 
kilometres-per-hour (7.5 miles-per-hour), 
the REX has a maximum payload capacity of 
250kg (550lb). The vehicle maintains a low 
profile so as not to  needlessly compromise 
more stealthy missions associated with 
approaches to target or reconnaissance, 
company officials added: “The REX platform 
enables quick and easy mounting of 
different types of weaponry and equipment 
in accordance with specific operational 
requirements,” officials went on to explain. 
The UGV has been designed to enhance 
the operational effectiveness of an infantry 
squad by “reducing the soldiers’ load”, while 
also increasing the quantity and quality of 
available weaponry, IAI officials explained. 
Additionally, the officials disclosed to 

Armada how the REX would increase 
the time soldiers were able to remain on 
duty in a combat role while reducing their 
dependency on external logistical support. 

Elsewhere, the Israeli Defence Force 
(IDF) has up-scaled its UGV capabilities 
with the introduction into service of 
Roboteam’s Micro Tactical Ground Robot 
(MTGR), an undisclosed number of which 
are now operational with the IDF’s  Sayeret 
Yahalom special operations engineering 
unit. Speaking to Armada, an official 
spokesperson for the IDF explained how 
the UGV, designated the ‘Roni Robot’, had 
been introduced at the start of this year 
with multiple other units from across the 
IDF special operations community due 
to receive the technology before the end 
of this year. The IDF’s decision to employ 
the MTGR follows fierce criticism of 
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Lockheed Martin has confirmed that 
it is reconfiguring its Squad Mission 
Support System in order to compete 
for the US Army’s SMET programme.

explained how such solutions would enable 
special forces to concentrate on decision-
making processes while technology could 
support them in other ways.

Meanwhile, Israel Aerospace 
Industries (IAI) has released its REX UGV 
to the market, designed to support DCC 
squads on a variety of missions. According 
to company ofifcials, the REX Infantry 
Robotic Porter comprises a four-wheel 
drive platform capable of conducting 
follow-on and autonomous missions: 

“The modern combat arena presents new 
challenges to infantry units and pushes 
soldiers to their weight-carrying limits,” 
one company source explained: “REX is 
based on proven robotic technologies with 
the capability of autonomously following 
the infantry unit. REX is capable of carrying 
armaments, supplies and equipment and 



Israeli capabilities to effectively conduct 
subterranean warfare by the country’s 
State Comptroller, whom supervises and 
oversees Israeli government policies and 
operations. Citing specific examples dating 
back to Operation PROTECTIVE EDGE in 
2014, which witnessed an IDF intervention 
into the Gaza Strip to stop rocket fire into 
Israel by the Hamas insurgent organisation, 
the State Comptroller published a report 
on 1st March announcing: “With regard 
to the technological effort, as with the 
intelligence effort and the force build-up 
and employment effort, the response was 
slow and ineffective. The analysis by the 
IDF concludes that the tunnels were an 
element that would continue to accompany 
future operations even more intensively.”

Comprising a total weight of 15kg 
(33lb) the tactical UGV is capable of being 
carried by a single person. Reliant upon    
tracks for mobility across the battlefield, 
the MTGR can be fitted with multiple 
payloads weighing a cumulative total of 
five kilograms (eleven pounds), Roboteam 
company officials explained to Armada. 
Options include optronics payloads, which 
according to sources associated with Sayeret 
Yahalom, could be used to support counter-
improvised explosive device and EOD 
operations as well as special reconnaissance 
missions. The UGV can also be fitted with 
an integrated loud hailing system. 

Elsewhere, the US Army Tank 
Automotive Research Development 
and Engineering Center (TARDEC) is 
developing the Squad Multipurpose 
Equipment Transport (SMET) UGV 
which envisages supporting a dismounted 
close combat team for up to three days 
during a mission. The army has already 
published an information request 
stipulating requirements for the UGV 
to carry additional power sources and 
recharging capabilities as well as kit for 
infantry squads, ammunition, water and 
specialist equipment. According to US 
Army sources, the vehicle could be used for 
re-supply missions to reduce the burden 
as well as ISR tasks. The SMET must be 
capable of carrying a total payload of 
454.5kg (1000lb), the document outlined. 
Additional requirements stipulated how 
the UGV must comprise total weight of 
3181.8kg (7000lb) and be capable of self-
recovery and the recovery of other vehicles.

At the time of writing (early May), the 
US Army’s Programme Executive Office 
for Combat Support and Combat Service 
Support was to hold an industry day 
on 18th May in order to: “accelerate the 

advancement of prototype manned and 
unmanned ground vehicle technologies,” 
with the Department of the Army also 
confirming that a draft request for 
proposals will be provided for review ahead 
of the industry day. Interested industrial 
participants include Roboteam which is 
considering its Probot tracked UGV for the 
programme should it go ahead. According 
to the company’s chief executive officer, 
Shahar Abuhazira, the 215kg (473lb) UGV 
retains the capacity to carry up to 750kg 
(1650lb) in payload as well as a maximum 
operating range of 96.5km (60 miles) and 
a 72-hour endurance. The company is also 
understood to be considering alternative 
power sources for control of the UGV 
including a hybrid electric engine allowing 
for reduced power requirements as well as 
more covert operations in a silent mode.

Other possible contenders for the SMET 
concept include HDT Robotics’ Micro 
Utility Vehicle (MUV) which comprises 
an all up weight of 568.2kg (1250lb). The 
vehicle is capable of carrying payloads up 
to 340.9kg (750lbs) in weight although it 
can also haul a trailer weighing anything 
up to 227.3kg (500lb), company officials 
explained. Due to its relatively small size 
the MUV can be carried as an internally 
transportable vehicle for so-called ‘fly 
and drive’ operations in the cargo holds 
of helicopters including the Sikorsky UH-
60 Black Hawk family medium-lift utility 
helicopter and Boeing CH-47F Chinook 
heavylift helicopter as well as Bell-Boeing 
CV-22 Osprey family tiltrotors and 
Lockheed Martin C-130J Hercules and 
Airbus C-295 turboprop freighters.

According to company officials, the 
MUV can be fitted with a variety of systems 
providing users with a modular UGV 
capable of conducting mine clearance 
missions as well as cargo re-supply and 
ISR if fitted with a sensor mast: “The robot 
can carry a squad’s heavy logistics: water, 
food, fuel, and ammunition. With over two 
kilowatts of electrical power, it can recharge 
batteries and act as a generator at night. 
Using only internal fuel, the robot can travel 
for over 96.5km,” officials explained.

Finally, Lockheed Martin sources 
confirmed to Armada how the company 
was considering a reconfiguration of its 
SMSS ahead of its proposal for the US 
Army’s SMET programme. Speaking from 
the Xponential exhibition in Dallas, Texas 
on 9th May, company sources confirmed it 
would be possible to upgrade the platform 
in order to meet SMET programme 
requirements.
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LETHAL WEAPON
In the area of small arms, support weapons, ammunition and munitions, there 
remains plenty of scope for weight savings across the DCC (Dismounted Close 
Combat) and special operations domains .

Medium and heavy machine gun capabilities continue to be 
extended with developments in LSAT multiple requirements 
announced by the US Army and special forces components.
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The US Army continues to consider 
multiple options in this area with 
the consideration of lighter but 
equally effective assault rifle and 
support weapons technology, as 

well as ammunition types. Addressing del-
egates at the Armaments Systems Forum 
held in Fredericksburg Virginia, on 9th May, 
US Army programme manager for soldier 
weapons, Colonel Brian Stehle outlined ser-
vice plans to upgrade a variety of weapons: 

“There is a lot of discussion that may require 
changes to our formations, actually differ-
ent capability sets we are trying to get to our 
squads,” he explained while describing how 
the army continues to work up plans for its 
Squad Automatic Rifle which is expected to 
enter service by 2025.

Due to replace legacy FN Herstal 
M-249 5.56mm Light Machine Guns 
(LMGs), the army is closely monitoring 
technology advancements with regular 
industry days planned from June 

onwards. An initial requirements list is 
expected to be published by the end of 
2017, Col. Stehle added. Although yet to 
be officially confirmed by the US Army, 
the concept could involve the adoption 
of Lightweight Small Arms Technology 
(LSAT), comprising both weaponry and 
ammunition, which Textron continues to 
develop. Also speaking to Armada ahead 
of the SOFIC (Special Forces Industry 
Conference) exhibition held in Tampa, 
Florida in May, Textron sources described 
how LSAT small arms and telescoping 
ammunition remained a favoured 
technology for development in the 
company. The LSAT concept is working on 
reducing the weight of the M-249 by nearly 
50 percent, reducing it from 7.9 kilograms/
kg (12.4 pounds/lb) down to 4.2kg (9.2lb) 
while ammunition encased in plastic to 
replace legacy brass designs, is expected to 
reduce the weight of belt-fed ammunition 
by as much as 37 percent. 

However, sources associated with 
Textron explained to Armada how the 
company used SOFIC to exhibit for the 
first time a larger calibre variant capable 
of firing 7.62mm ammunition. Based 
on the FN Herstal/US Ordnance/Barrett 
M-240 medium machine gun, Textron has 
named the weapon the Ultra Light Weight 
machine gun.

Other options available in the 
marketplace include General Dynamics 
Ordnance and Tactical Systems’ (GDOTS) 
Lightweight Medium Machine Gun 
(LWMMG), which has also been 
manufactured in .338 Norma Magnum 
(NM) calibre as an alternative to NATO-
standard 7.62mm ammunition. However, 
this type of technology is nothing new 
for the companies involved, with GDOTS 
first conducting a live-fire demonstration 
to the US Army at Fort Benning, Georgia 
back in September 2011. According to 
GDOTS company literature, the LWMMG 
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significant weight savings for combat teams. 
Designated as the XLMG by the company, 
the 5.56mm weapon claims to provide a two 
kilogram (4.4lb) weight saving for soldiers 
over other offerings in the market place, 
including FN Herstal’s Minimi LMG.

Displayed at SOFINS in a paratrooper 
configuration with collapsible butt stock, the 
XLMG provides soldiers with the same levels 
of firepower with the additional benefits 
garnered from its more streamline profile. 
According to company literature, the XLMG 
comprises a total length of 895mm (34.9 
inches/in) with a 317mm (12.7in) barrel 
length providing operators with a maximum 
effective range up to 600 metres/m (1968.5 
feet/ft): “The XLMG features a hybrid 
modular fore-end and an underslung 
mounting slot for accepting standard and 
improved 5.56mm belted ammunition 
containers. The XLMG is extremely 
accurate due to the secure mounting of the 
quick change barrel and the reduced length 
feed cover design, which accommodates 
loading and unloading without disturbing 

is capable of providing dismounted 
close combat teams with an: “increase in 
effective range and lethality in a lightweight 
form is for dismounted operations (with) 
the mounted configuration providing long 
range, accurate fires currently associated 
with the M-2 Browning, but without the 
burden of a heavier weight.”

GDOTS explains how the LWMMG 
boasts a muzzle velocity of 807.7 metres-
per-second (2650 feet per second) with a 
cyclical rate of fire as high as 500 rounds. 
The technology, sources added, and 
satisfactory levels of stopping power have 
been achievable with the rearrangement 
and reduction in size of weapon parts 
which included the removal of the firing 
chamber from the barrel itself, resulting 
in lower temperatures and fewer barrel 
changes. At the Special Operations Forces 
Innovation Network Seminar (SOFINS) 
held in southwest France between 28th and 
30th March, Knight Armaments’ displayed 
its latest lightweight Light Machine 
Gun (LMG) which continues to provide 

The US Army and Special Operations Command 
are currently pursuing requirements to field lighter 

weight machine guns designed to replace the 
M-240 and M-249 weapons, allowing fire teams to 

gain mobility across the battlefield. 
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the zero of rearward mounted optics or 
sights … Eliminating the need for a bolt 
buffer mitigates the recoil effect common 
to machine guns, as there is no impact of 
the bolt on the end of its stroke, making the 
gun very easy to control, even in long bursts,” 
company literature went on to describe. 
Discussing the market place with Armada 
at SOFINS, defence sources admitted both 
the French Special Operations Command 
as well as the Danish Special Operations 
Command had expressed interest in the 
solution although neither organisation was 
able to comment. Lighter weight support 
weapons such as the XLMG are assisted by 
ongoing developments in ammunition by 
the likes of Textron.

Finally, anti-tank weapons and other 
shoulder-launched munitions continue 
to benefit from weight reductions in line 
with ongoing and emerging requirements 
from across the contemporary operating 
environment. The US Army, for example, 
is currently working on plans to replace 
legacy Saab M-3 Carl Gustaf anti-tank 

WEAPONRY
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an adjustable fore-grip and shoulder rest as 
well as a more efficient safety mechanism 
allowing the more rapid engagement of 
enemy forces. 

The weapon, which was first sold 
to the Slovakian armed forces in 2015, 
continues to be promoted by Saab as a: 

“man-portable, multi-role weapon system 
providing high tactical flexibility through 
its wide range of ammunition types.” This 
includes applications to destroy armoured 
vehicles and protected troops as well as 
anti-materiel missions to clear obstacles 
from the battlefield along with the 
destruction of buildings and compounds, 
sources revealed: “Today’s dismounted 
infantry face a broader range of battlefield 
challenges than ever before and speed can 
mean the difference between life and death 
for dismounted infantry. Operational 
success depends upon soldiers that can 
react quickly and effectively in any combat 
situation. Having a single weapon for all 
situations increases their tactical flexibility 
and reduces the amount of equipment that 
they carry,” a Saab spokesperson explained: 

“As technologies evolve, weaponry needs 
to keep pace and offer cutting-edge 
capabilities. Programmable ammo is just 
one innovation that is set to revolutionise 
the battlefield for dismounted infantry. 
Built with future requirements in mind, the 
M-4 is compatible with intelligent sighting 

weapons with the M-3A1 Medium Anti-
Armour Weapon System (MAAWS). The 
first deliveries of weapons are due to the 
army’s inventory by 2018, company sources 
explained. The M-3A1 comprises a weight 
of 6.8kg (15lb) compared to the M-3’s ten 
kilograms (22lb) while its overall length 
has been reduced from 1066.8mm (42in) 
down to just over 990.6mm (39in) in order 
to provide a more manoeuvrable weapon 
system capable of being operated in urban 
terrain as well as confined spaces. However, 
despite such reductions, the weapon has 
retained its maximum effective range of one 
kilometre (0.6 miles), Saab officials added 
while explaining how savings had been 
achieved through the integration of carbon-
fibre and titanium materials. 

In July 2016, the US Army announced 
a $5.4 million contract with Saab for the 
supply of M-3 ammunition for the MAAWS 
solution which Michael Andersson, 
president and chief executive officer of 
Saab’s North America division described as 
a “versatile and powerful (weapon) for the 
most demanding environments.” Saab has 
also developed the M-4 Carl Gustaf which 
continues to witness reductions in size 
and weight compared to legacy weapons. 
According to the company, the M-4 variant 
has reduced overall weight down from 
the ten kilograms of the M-3 to just seven 
kilograms (15.4lb). The M-4 has been 
reduced in length to just under 1000mm 
(39in), down from the 1065mm (41.5in) 
length of the M-3 variant. Additional 
features include an improved ergonomic 
fit for the soldier with the introduction of 

Protonex continues to supply mounted, dismounted infantry and special forces with conformal 
battery charging and storage systems designed to reduce the amount of batteries carried by 
teams.
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Dismounted close combat and special 
forces globally continue to consider the 
utility of alternative calibre types, providing 
lighter and smaller sizes compared to NATO 
standard 7.62mm x 51mm ammunition.

N
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O systems and prepared for programmable 
ammo, ensuring your forces have 
advanced technology at their fingertips,” 
the spokesperson added.

Elsewhere, Rafael Advanced Defence 
Systems continues to market the smallest 
member of its anti-tank guided missile range, 
the Spike-SR (Short Range). Comprising 
an optically-guided surface-to-surface 
missile, the Spike-SR has been designed as 
a shoulder-launched, lightweight and multi-
purpose munition for use by mounted 
and dismounted infantry as well as special 
forces. Rafael officials described to Armada 
the weapon’s capabilities to defeat modern 
main battle tanks and armoured vehicles 
as well as bunkers. With a total weight of 
nine kilograms (19.8lb) in its ‘ready to fire’ 
configuration, the Spike-SR is capable of 
engaging targets at a range of 1.5km (0.9 
miles), while providing a disposable option 
for DCC personnel seeking to manoeuvre 
quickly across the battlefield. Rafael 
sources described how the Spike-SR had 
been: “specially designed for the infantry 
combatant with operational capabilities 
in all weather conditions and adaptability 
to various levels of conflict and types of 
terrain, including populated urban arenas 
and densely forested areas.” The sources 
continued that: “The Spike-SR engages 
the enemy under the principle of fire and 
manoeuvre; fire the missile and manoeuvre 

WEAPONRY
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to a more opportune position,” the source 
explained: “It offers its operators the ability 
to use their own initiative and make quick 
decisions, taking advantage of timely 
opportunities and targets. The Spike-SR’s 
rugged design and simplicity of operation 
provide the infantry combatant with a 
versatile tactical weapon, essential on today’s 
dynamic and demanding battlefields.”

According to Rafael, the Spike-
SR provides operators with a high-hit 
probability against both static and mobile 
targets, with the systems’ uncooled infrared 
seeker and advanced tracker technology. 
Pini Yungman, head of Rafael’s missile 
defence directorate, states that the Spike-
SR is being considered by armed forces 
across South America where its minimum 
arming distance of 50 metres (164 feet) 
remains of interest to infantry and special 
fources routinely conducting short range 
engagements associated with jungle 
warfare. According to Mr. Yungmann, a 
total of 16 armed forces across the world 
have received Spike-SR demonstrations 
since its launch in December 2016. 

Capable of firing High Explosive Anti-
Tank (HEAT), anti-structural and 
fragmentation warheads, the Spike-SR 
measures a single metre in length although 
company officials admitted to Armada how 
reduced weight continued to provide the 
greatest capability enhancement for armed 
forces seeking to employ such weapons. 

I Power
Critical to any DCC operation is power, 
especially in the execution of long range 
and expeditionary operations which might 
require force elements to operate far beyond 
the reach of more traditional logistical 
support. Addressing delegates at the SOFINS 
event Rear Admiral Laurent Isnard, head 
of the French Special Forces Command, 
explained the importance of support and 
logistical supply chains, while emphasising 
the integral nature of what he coined 

“future energy requirements … We need to 
reduce the volume of batteries and increase 
autonomy with rechargeable and smaller 
form factor batteries,” he announced while 
describing requirements associated with 

such energy autonomy as his organisation’s 
greatest need: “We need batteries of various 
voltages which can be big, bulky and costly, 
and we need to reduce the volume of these 
batteries and increase autonomy with 
rechargeable batteries in order to deliver 
high energy on a regular basis,” RADM 
Isnard urged.

Speaking to Armada, Protonex 
Technology’s Sean Gillespie described how 
battery technology continued to provide 
greater capabilities for infantry and special 
forces teams now conducting greater 
frequencies of expeditionary missions: 

‘With the military focus of operations now 
on expeditionary operations, increased 
supply lines and mission costs drive up per-
soldier expenditure. By decreasing battery 
demand, increasing the use of alternative 
energy sources, maximising energy use 
and reducing transportation-associated 
costs, intelligent power management 
solutions dramatically reduce energy costs 
and, more significantly, the cost in both 
financial and effort terms,” he explained.

Explaining how significant future 
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Alternative energy sources are nothing 
new in the dismounted close combat 
community, although solar power 
and wind energy systems continue to 
proliferate across the battlefield.

Alternative energy sources are nothing 
new in the dismounted close combat 
community, although solar power 
and wind energy systems continue to 
proliferate across the battlefield.
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The French Air Force, US Special Operations 
Command and the US Army continue to 

consider options to forward mount 3D 
printing technology in order to rapidly 

respond to emerging requirements from 
combat units particularly in the realm of 

unmanned aerial vehicles.

soldier technology programmes including 
the US Army’s Nett Warrior soldier 
modernisation effort and TALOS (Tactical 
Assault Light Operator Suit – see previous 
article) programmes continue to consider 
advanced fuel cell solutions ranging in 
power outage between 100 Watts (W) 
and 1000W, Mr. Gillespie described how 
more than 300000 AA-sized batteries were 
generally used by NATO (North Atlantic 
Treaty Organisation) and non-NATO 
forces in Afghanistan every day during 
the height of the campaign between 2005 
and 2014: “The Nett Warrior system shares 
a single lightweight battery to power 
both commercial and military system 
components and includes the capability to 
charge that battery on the go. As such, it 
is being embraced by dismounted infantry 
and special operations teams that need 
to operate untethered from wall outlets 
and vehicles for long periods of time,” 
Mr. Gillespie explained: “Operators will 
typically replace primary batteries between 
missions, or during rest periods, to assure 
fully-charged equipment when it is needed. 
The US Army’s Power Division estimates 
that batteries are generally discarded with 
an average of 30 percent to 50 percent of 
their energy unused.”

Recent US deployments have 

demonstrated that Protonex’s Squad 
Power Managers (SPM) can address 
all these issues because operators have 
found they can quickly and easily harvest 
all the energy from primary batteries or 
other sources available, which reduces 
disposed energy and sees an immediate 
and dramatic reduction in energy costs,” 
he continued. Protonex’s SPM retains the 
ability to convert various energy types 
into a single power source for infantry 
and special forces equipment, including 
solar and wind energy as well as multiple 
legacy and next-generation battery types 
including lithium-ion systems. With the 
capacity to concurrently charge up to 
five different batteries, the SPM allows an 
operator to transfer surplus energy into 
rechargeable battery packs. Protonex states 
that the SPM comprises a: “lightweight, 
compact and rugged intelligent power 
management solution designed to 
withstand the harsh operating conditions 
of military field use. This unit directly 
powers virtually any man-portable military 
equipment, recharges a squad’s batteries 
and intelligently adjusts to changing 
mission conditions or requirements.” The 
company continued that: “The power 
suites needed to keep these multiple 
devices powered has seen huge advances 

… Conformal batteries, wearable and form 
fitting, provide increased power without 
the bulk of conventional batteries and 
power manager systems allow multiple 
incompatible devices to feed off of these 
batteries and even recharge the battery from 
multiple sources, including solar blankets.” 
Protonex technology can be used alongside 
integrated power and data technology 
including Black Diamond’s Apex Predator 
which provides a single power source for 
handheld tactical radios through to End 
User Devices (EUD) including tablets and 
ruggedised laptops. The Apex Predator is 
able to integrate a variety of power sources 
into the situational awareness inventory of 
the dismounted soldier. 

Also present at the Future Soldier 
Technology event held in London in 
mid-March, Black Diamond promoted its 
concept to industry featuring a smartphone, 
tactical radio, global positioning system 
and biometric technology; all of which 
were powered by the Apex Predator and its 
associated power management device. This 
product also included a ‘Battery Eliminator 
Mode’ which allows soldiers to carry 
fewer batteries for their devices therefore 
saving weight on the battlefield. The 
system is designed for multiple missions 
that demand a flexible communications 
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platform and power management solution. 
It allows for the data and power connection 
of multiple peripheral devices, which may 
use a variety of interfaces, back to a COTS 
computer over a single USB (Universal 
Serial Bus) interface, Black Diamond 
explained at the event.

Similar concepts were also 
displayed at the AFCEA (Armed Forces 
Communications and Electronics 
Association) event held in Bonn, western 
Germany between 26th April and 
27th April with industry participants 
positioning themselves to provide a 
dismounted Battle Management System 
(BMS) capability for the German Army’s 
MOTIV programme (see introduction). 
Systematics displayed a mock-up of a 
DCC soldier with an integrated BMS 
capability based on its SitaWare situational 
awareness software. Comprising a tactical 
radio and conformal battery pack, the 
solution featured the SitaWare Edge 
product, designed to provide the lowest 
tactical level with BMS and command and 
control capabilities. Speaking to Armada 
Sven Trusch, vice president for business 
development for defence in central 
Europe, explained how the technology 
relied upon open architecture allowing it 
to be integrated on any legacy and future 
soldier ensembles. The German Army’s 
MOTIV effort is expected to require not 
only a vehicle-mounted BMS but also 
a dismounted variant although details 
are yet to be finalised by the Bundeswehr 
(German armed forces). Systematic 
sources confirmed that the company was 
working with Black Diamond Advanced 
Technology (see above) with regards to 
various types of technology demonstrators. 
Systematics’ concept demonstrator 
comprised the SitaWare Edge-equipped 
and Android-based EUD integrated into 
a chest mount fitted to a body armour 
vest; as well as a tactical radio and 
conformal battery pack. The SitaWare 
Edge is capable of providing DCC soldiers 
with the capability to process exploit and 
disseminate data including orders as well 
as monitoring and updating blue force 
tracking systems and other ISR data: “We 
are looking at options with ergonomics, 
weight, fit and functionality in mind,”  
Mr. Trusch added.

A similar concept was also promoted 
at AFCEA by Elbit and local partner 
Telefunken, which exhibited a mock-
up model featuring dismounted BMS 
solutions. In this offering, the technology 
demonstrator comprised a chest-

mounted Raptor EUD and tactical radios 
manufactured by the former. Neither 
company was able to provide further 
details to Armada.

I 3D PrIntIng
Also highlighted by RADM Isnard as 
a future growth area for the DCC and 
special operations communities was three-
dimensional (3D) printing technology 
which continues to display potential to 
lessen the burden on existing combat 
supply chains. Additionally, defence 
sources explained how such technology 
could provide expeditionary forces with 
more responsive, agile and rapid re-supply 
capabilities. Addressing the SOFINS 
conference, RADM Isnard described how 
3D printers, deployed at forward operating 

bases for example, could be used to print 
spare parts for a variety of systems including 
unmanned aerial or ground vehicles. 

Referring to such combat logistics 
requirements, RADM Isnard explained: 

“This is under development now. We must 
do anything to help the soldier do what 
they are trained to do and leave support 
to other elements.” In France, such 3D 
printing efforts are being led by the 
French Air Force’s Centre of Excellence 
for Drones which continues to consider 
technology options for forward deployed 
capabilities. According to the centre’s 
commanding officer, Commander Daniel-
Frederic Gigan, the French MOD retains 
the capacity to: “…develop this capability 
quickly with our experience in the field 
and conduct some prototyping in the field 

WEAPONRY

Systematics is working alongside Black 
Diamond to devise an integrated Battle 
Management System for the dismounted 
close combat community, with a 
particular eye on the German Army’s 
MoTIV programme.
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Elbit Systems and Telefunken are seeking 
to gain traction in the German Army’s 
MoTIV programme with their own variant 
of a dismounted BMS and communications 
system.
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in a period somewhere between three days 
to a week.” 

Meanwhile, the US Army Research 
Laboratory continues to consider 
similar technologies including the 3D 
printing of UAVs following an exercise 
which saw such a capability adopted 
during the Army Expeditionary Warfare 
Experiments programme, conducted at 
Fort Benning, Georgia, during December 
2016. According to US Army official 
sources, the exercise saw 3D UAVs printed 
for utility by DCC squads operating the 
On Demand Small Unmanned Aircraft 
System (ODSUAS); a fixed wing small UAV 
capable of being used for ISR missions. 
The army, which developed the capability 
alongside the Georgia Tech University’s 
Aerospace Systems Design Laboratory, 

described how the airframe could be ready 
for operations within 24 hours of being 
requested by a combat formation. The 
aircraft, which is capable of reaching a 
top speed of 76.5 knots (141.6 kilometres-
per-hour), has proven the concept for 3D 
printing to rapidly and effectively respond 
to emerging requirements from the 
battlefield, according to US Army project 
manager, Eric Spero. 

Describing how the airframe and 
propellers of the fixed wing UAV were 
created using a 3D printer, army officials 
explained how an electric engine based on 
COTS materiel was simply integrated in 
order to produce a functioning platform. 
Future developments are expected to 
include greater range extensions, enhanced 
mobility and reduced noise, while army 
officials proclaimed: “Everybody knows all 
the great things that can be done with 3D 
printers. So we figured let’s assemble these 
two new technologies and provide a solution 
to soldiers that need something right now.”

I ConClusIon
Despite a rapidly evolving contemporary 
operating environment, requirements 
for an agile and effective mounted 
and dismounted close combat force 
appear to remain as relevant as ever 
although capabilities continue to emerge 
particularly in the area of urban warfare 
and its associated restrictions for soldiers 
operating in confined and congested 
areas. However, as near-peer adversaries 
including the Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea, the Islamic Republic of 
Iran, the People’s Republic of China and 
Russia continue to upgrade their infantry 
and special forces with increasingly 
mature technology, it remains imperative 
that the rest of the world’s armed forces 
remain ahead of the curve in maintaining 
their edge. This will only be achieved with 
the seamless integration of technology 
designed to not only reduce the physical 
and cognitive burden on soldiers, but also 
the networking of soldiers into the wider 
connected network of the battlefield.
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